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Context 

•  Institute of Machine Tools and Manufacturing, 
ETH Zurich 

–  Supervisor: Bastian Migge, Andreas Kunz 
–  Competence: machine tools, manufacturing processes 

• Palo Alto Research Center 
–  Supervisor: Tolga Kurtoglu 
–  Competence: intelligent systems, reasoning, planning 

• Project: iFAB (?) 
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Problem 

• Trend: changing manufacturing landscape 
–  Increasing product variance 
–  Decreasing product lifetime 

• Solution: flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) 
–  Flexible machines 
–  Flexible routing (in multi-machine settings) 

• Consequence: complexity 
–  High variance in machine capabilities 
–  High variance in product demand 
–  High variance in execution failures 

• Problem: resource allocation, planning/scheduling 
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Goals (1): abstract 

• Context: 
–  Resources: multiple machines, shared assets (tools, fixtures) 
–  Asynchronously incoming job orders 

• Goal: automation of online resource allocation 
–  Part manufacturing-process planning (leverage existing tech) 
–  Multi-part concurrent-execution temporal resource allocation 

•  Multiple parts (job orders) 
•  Concurrent usage of resources 
•  Temporal: variant action durations and resource requirements 

–  Re-scheduling/-planning (and execution monitoring) 
•  Resource unavailability (e.g. machine/tool maintenance/failure, …) 
•  Execution failures (e.g. quality defects, non-deterministic effects, …) 
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Goals (2): implementation 

• Planner/controller: 
–  Asynchronous (non-deterministic) incoming job orders 
–  Changing resource capabilities: 

•  Machine online/offline 
•  More specific: TBD (realistic use-case?) 

–  Changing shared assets 
•  Tool failure 
•  Fixtures: TBD 

–  Exogenous schedule decisions (e.g. maintenance) 

• Potential extensions: 
–  Concurrent multi-part planning 
–  Plan annotation for execution adjustment without replanning 
–  Performance improvements (algorithms, heuristics) 
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Approach 
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Planner 
(incl. integrated or 

separate controller) 

Job descriptions: 
•  To-be-removed volume:   

(<Stock CAD> - <Part CAD>) 
•  Earliest start time (wall-clock) 
•  Latest end time (wall-clock) 
•  (Pre inventory cost) 
•  (Post inventory cost) 

System 
Execution 

Domain change 
(resource becomes 

un-/available 
or changes) 

Execution failure: 
•  Part with quality defects (i.e. must re-enter the job queue as new job descriptions) 
•  Others cases (TBD) 

Machine definitions (TBD: type): 
•  Will be used to expand search nodes 
•  Theoretically infinite size: must choose 

correct level of abstract (also reg. 
optimality) 

•  Possibly offered via external service 
•  Must include: effect on part (i.e. removal 

volume), cost/time/resource information 
(i.e. which machines can do it, with what 
tools, in what time and at what cost) 

Correct 
parts 

Schedule  
(Resource alloc.) 

write 

read 
Exogenous scheduling 
(e.g. for maintenance, 

removal, …) 

Achievement goal: meet production goals (i.e. all parts delivered on or before their 
latest delivery time) 
Optimization: minimize(cost) where cost = f(power consumption, production time, 
resource usage, maintenance cost, inventory cost, …) 



Challenges (1) 

• Combination: planning + execution 
–  No offline planning possible 

• Large search space 
–  No conditional planning possible 

• Asynchronously incoming 
–  No preemptive planning possible 
–  Differing planning time (incl. planning time constraints) 

• Real-time domain changes 
–  Necessity for re-planning, planning-abortion 

• Concurrent execution 
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Challenges (2) 

• Search space: theoretically infinite 
–  Not classical, i.e. not definable as STRIPS, HTN, CSP 
–  Requires: smart branching strategy, heuristics 

• Temporal dimension: 
–  Durative actions 
–  Durative resource requirements 

• Temporal resource contention 
• Non-deterministic action effect (failures, quality) 
• Process constraints: 

–  Complicates possible partial-order planning approaches 
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Conclusion 

• Real-world problem 
• Real-world solution (hopefully) 
•  Interesting field 
• Many challenges 

–  Most importantly: intractability of searching entire space 
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